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 DUE: 1/26/2021 
  

Project #1—Diana’s Giclées 
 

 Giclée (pronounced, zhee'clay) is 

derived from the French word gicler which 

means “to squirt or spray”. Diana is a fine 

artist who uses this process by which high-

quality prints are produced using an ink-jet 

printer in order to produce copies of her 

original art pieces. She has commissioned 

you to design a simple invoice form to be 

used as a prototype for her website sales. A 

sample of the invoice form is shown to the 

right. The prototype should show only three 

giclées, although she hopes to have all of her 

creations listed for the final web project. She 

has only 6 framed Lotus VI giclées (first 

image in sample form) that sell for $550, 10 

of the unframed Ark for Zebra on the 

Moonlight (second image) that sell for $180, 

and 3 special-edition unframed Red Birds 

Watching (third image) that sell for $315 

each. The sales tax rate is 9.8%. Write a Java 

application program that will calculate the 

invoice for a given order.  

 Your invoice GUI (shown above at start time) does not have to be identical to the 

one shown, but it should provide the user the ability to enter a required valid four-digit 

invoice number, number of each giclée ordered, and it should calculate the extended 

totals for each item, the subtotal, tax and the total. Images of three giclées (you may use 

your own free images from the Internet) are required as are the buttons for Calculate, 

Clear and Quit.  

 Make your buttons easy to use for keyboard entry. Make the Calculate button 

default and the Clear button the cancel button. Do not allow bad input data to cancel the 

program; instead display an error message to the user. 
 

Input:  Invoice number, customer name, and quantity for each of the three giclées. 

Output:  Extended total for each giclée, subtotal, tax and total. 
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1. The project is worth 30 points and it will be graded on correctness, completeness, 

presentation, comments, punctuality, and the like. 

2. The following are required controls/features: 

a. The GUI should contain all of the controls and images as shown in the example 

GUI above. You are encouraged to find other three free giclée images (small) of 

your own, and your own logo and form icon images, but the prices must be as 

specified above: $550, $180, and $315 for each respectively. 

b. Use JFormattedTextField for the invoice number with appropriate format for the 

formatterFactory property.  

c. You may use JTextFields (not recommended) for input of number of art pieces 

instead of the shown JSpinners, but then you need to worry about validating the 

input and include the calculation of the extended totals in the event handler for the 

calculate button. 

d. The JSpinners should be read-only. They also should recalculate dynamically the 

extended totals only whenever their value changes (this means the Calculate button 

calculates the subtotal, tax and total). 

e. The output field may be read-only JTextFields or JLabels. 

f. Pressing the enter key should fire the calculate button (default) which displays the 

subtotal, tax and total charges (the JSpinners dynamically recalculate the extended 

totals only). 

g. As the form loads, the current date should be displayed in a disabled JTextField or 

a JLabel. The form should be centered as well and it should not be resizable. It 

should contain an appropriate icon and a logo image to be used also in the About 

form. 

h. The user should be allowed to enter the customer’s name and a 4-digit invoice 

number. I recommend you use a JFormattedTextField instead of a plain JTextField 

because it allows validation for range and type much easier. Set the custom format 

to #### for its formatterFactory. 

i. The JMenuBar is required. It should include at least JMenus for File (with 

JMenuItems for Clear, Print, and Exit), and Help (with JMenuItem for the About 

form). They should have accelerator (“hot”) key assigned to them (set Mnemonic 

property to appropriate letter) in order to use the keyboard’s ALT key with the 

appropriate letter assigned. 

j. Provide Tooltip to help the user navigate through the form. Consider showing the 

name of the giclée, price, and number available for sale. 

k. Print the entire GUI using the provided PrintUtilities class. 

l. Splash Screen with an image of her work. 

3. Follow the quality coding style and follow Java coding conventions. This includes but 

is not limited to: 

a. Avoid methods with more than 30 lines. 

b. Avoid excessive global or class (static) variables. 
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c. No magic numbers—use finals for all constants. 

d. Upper/lowercase naming convention (ClassName, functionName, variableName, 

CONSTANT_NAME). 

e. White space and indentation ({} line up horizontally or vertically). 

4. Make sure that your name, project number, and due date appear as comments in your 

code (preferably on top).  Use Javadocs for this purpose. 

5. Use Javadocs extensively--read the document named Javadocs and follow the example 

therein. Specifically, 

a. Each class and method must have documentation that includes description, 

purpose and appropriate tags. 

b. Each methods must have comments for each parameter (if they have any). 

c. Each methods must have comments for return value (unless it is void). 

d. In general, the method comments have the following structure 
 

/** 

   name of the method 

  description of method (mandatory) 

  

  @param parameter_1 description of parameter 1 

  @param parameter_2 description of parameter 2 

  @author 

  @see 

  Date 

   . . . 

  @return description of return value 

*/ 

 

e. Generate the Javadocs (Run->Generate Javadoc). 
 

6. Submit the zipped file containing all files and folders for the project via Canvas (click 

on the Project 1 link to attach the zipped project file). A good file name might be 

Your_LastName_Giclée_Invoice_CS141A_Winter_2021.zip. 
 

EXTRA CREDIT (Optional—3 or more points) Change the name text box to Combobox 

that contains names of customers loaded from an external Customers.txt file. Adding a 

separate Invoice class is also optional and rewarded with extra points. Consider 

maintaining and updating the giclées inventory (e.g., if one purchases 2 giclées for 

example, the next customer can purchase only 2 less from the original maximum). 

 

Project Guidelines 
 

Problem Statement:  The following list reviews the GUI design and programming 

guidelines you have learned so far. You can use this list to verify that the applications 

and projects you create adhere to the standards outlined herein. 
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 Information should flow either vertically or horizontally, with the most 

important information always located in the upper-left corner of the screen. 
 Maintain a consistent margin of two or three dots from the edge of the window. 
 Related controls should be grouped together using either white space or a JPanel. 
 Position related controls with equal spacing. 
 Buttons should either be centered along the bottom of the screen or stacked in 

either the upper-right or lower-right corner. 
 If the buttons are centered along the bottom of the screen, then each button 

should be the same height; their widths, however, may vary. 
 If the buttons are stacked in either the upper-right or lower-right corner of the 

screen, then each button should be the same height and the same width. 
 Use no more than six buttons on a form. 
 The most commonly used button should be placed first and should be 

set as a default (the Enter key should fire it).  
 Button captions should:  

 be meaningful  
 be from one to three words appear on one line  
 be entered using book title capitalization 
 contain mnemonic settings “hot” keys activation 

 Use labels to identify the controls in the interface. 
 Identifying labels should: 

 be from one to three words 
 appear on one line 
 be aligned by their left borders 
 be positioned either above or to the left of the control that they 

identify 
 end with a colon (:) 
 be entered using sentence capitalization 

 Align labels and controls to minimize the number of different margins. 
 If you use a graphic in the interface, use a small one and place it in a 

location that will not distract the user. 
 Use no more than two different font sizes, which should be 10, 12 or 

14 points. 
 Use only one font type, which should be a sans serif font, in the 

interface. 
 Avoid using italics and underlining. 
 Use light colors such as white, off-white, light gray, pale blue, or pale 

yellow for an application's background, and very dark color such as 
black for the text. Alternately, use dark colors for the form’s 
background with light colors for the text—contrast is the name of the 
game. 

 Use color sparingly and don't use it as the only means of identification 
for an element in the interface. 

 Document the program internally--use Javadocs extensively. 
 Use variables to control the preciseness of numbers in the interface. 
 Test the application with both valid and invalid data (test the 

application without entering any data; also test it by entering letters 
where numbers are expected). Test the application for correct results 
with known data. 
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 Center a form by including the appropriate formulas in the form's Load 
event. 

 Remove excess or duplicated code from the application. 
 Do not allow the form to resize. 
 Provide icon for the form. 

 

Grading Guidelines:  Your project will be graded on the following: 
 Correct solution to the proposed problem. 
 GUI design (as outlined above). 
 Elegance, simplicity, style, and readability of the algorithms and code. 
 Comments: 

 Use of Javadocs. 
 Description of project. 
 Description of methods. 
 Description of complicated code. 

 

Hints for Project #1:  Given that your GUI resembles the given one follow 

guidelines: 

 The steps for this project:  

 Understand the problem.  

 Draw a flowchart or pseudo code and have an example completely worked 

out on a piece of paper following your flowchart.  

 Design the GUI.  

 Write the code following the class design protocol.  

 Make sure you have a declaration section for the constants and variables, a 

calculation section and an output section. 

 You may use your own images or free images from the Internet for art pieces but 

follow these restrictions: 

 There must be exactly three giclées. 

 The images should be small in size, included in an Images folder in the src 

subfolder. 

 The images should be free—it takes a simple request with an email for 

permission to use if obtained through the Internet. Consider including a 

comment of where you obtained the images. 

 The images should be only in jpeg, gif or png format. 

 The current date should appear as the form load either in a JLabel or disabled (or 

read-only) JTextField. 

 The price of each giclée should appear in a JLabel or disabled (or read-only) 

JTextField, also at load-time. In other words, assign prices to these labels at run-

time with pre-defined constants so that is their values change, the new prices will 

be shown in the JLabels. 
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 Have at least three buttons (Clear, Calculate, and Exit) with Calculate as a default 

(activated when you press the enter key).  Endow them with accelerator “hot keys” 

capabilities (this means if you press Alt-x, the button Exit should fire). 

 Comments, comments, comments all over.  Make sure you use Javadocs that 

describes what the program does, I/O requirements, platform, time used, project 

name, your name, and so on). Generate Javadoc files and include them with your 

project. 

 Label variables and controls by established convention.  Indent code and make it 

easy to ready. 

 Make sure you use final declarations for all constants. 

 Make sure that you provide images of the instruments with ToolTip that includes 

description, price, and quantity available. 

 Use a JFormattedTextField for the 4-digit invoice number. 

 Use JSpinners for number of items ordered. Make them dynamic (recalculate 

extended total as their values change) with maximum values set as described. 

 Disable the output text boxes—the user should not be allowed to change the any 

of the currencies other than the dollars. Alternatively, you might want you use 

labels. 

 Provide a ToolTip for each giclée image that lists name, size, quantity available 

and price for each. 

Grading Guidelines:  Your project will be graded on the following: 
 Correct solution to the proposed problem. 
 GUI design (as outlined above). 
 Elegance, simplicity, style, and readability of the algorithms and code. 
 Comments: 

 Use of class Javadocs. 
 Description of project. 
 Description of methods. 
 Description of complicated code. 

 
 

Pay attention to the following criteria for grading: 
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

'Good effort.  Here are suggestions for improving: 
'1. Use JavaDoc comments through the program, not just at the top heading.  
'2. Convert entries in text fields from strings to numbers.  You get type mismatch run-time error 
otherwise. 
'3. Make the Calculate button default—pressing the Enter should fire it. 
'4. Correct the calculations—results are incorrect. 
'5. Follow Java's naming convention for class, methods, variables and constants. 
'6. Use final definitions for the prices of the giclées and tax. 

'8. It is good style to tab code inside each method. 

'9. Provide Calculate, Clear, and Exit buttons with accelerator keys. 

'10. Provide a Splash Screen with an image of Diana’s gicleés. 

'11. Set focus to invoice number text field after Clear. 
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'12. Change the tab index to indicate correct order of entry. 

'13. Name the project appropriately. 

'14. Check the maximum number of giclées one can order. 

'15. Clear should clear all text fields and reset total and extended prices. 

'16. Provide free images for the giclées. 

'17. Provide icon for the main GUI form and logo image also to be used in the About form. 

'18. Display current date in read-only date JTextField or JLabel. 

'19. Avoid excessive number of class variables-declare local variables inside methods. 

'20. Clean up the empty procedures code. 

'21. Set prices of giclées as form loads—it is easier to modify with specified constants. 

'22. Do not allow negative entries for number of giclées--provide range and type check. 

'23. Add menus to the form with meaningful choices. 

'24. Set Enabled property to False for all output text fields. 

'25. Disable form from maximization or resizing. 

'26. Missing ToolTip with meaningful message. 

'27. Display $$ results as currency. 
'28. Missing form title. 

'29. Invoice number is required and it should be a four digits number. 

'30. Tax is 9.8%. 

'31. Show form centered as it loads. 

'32. Provide ability to print the form—use the provided PrintUtilities class. 

'33. Use read-only JSpinners instead of JTextFields for number of art pieces with appropriate minimum 

and maximum values. 

'34. Provide a meaningful About form that is JDialog form with Utility property. 

'35. The user should not be required to purchase from each giclée. 

' 

'The ones that apply to your project are: 

'1, 6, 15, 21, 22, 35 

' 

'24+1=25/30 
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Screen Captures 
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